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One on One Five Week Coaching Program: For Beginning and Intermediate Fiction 

Writers 

Do you want to have your characters leap from the page? Create voices that resonate in your reader’s 

mind? Do you want to have emotive prose or dialogue that sings?  

This program is designed for beginning and intermediate writers to give you the tools to strengthen 

your prose. While the focus is on short fiction, the lessons can be applied to longer work such as 

novellas or novels. 

 

Why do this program? 

The job of a writer is to make the reader get lost in the story, change in some way or see a new 

perspective. Being able to nail dialogue, voice and characterization is key to that, and helps editors of 

journals, publishing houses and agents to readily connect with your work and open a path to readers, 

prizes and wider readership.  

This is your chance to learn how to develop and strengthen elements to make your characters more 

convincing, have a greater depth build tension and interest, in short, have a riveting story. We’ve made 

the anxiety-producing process of writing simple and non-intimidating with our individualized 

approach. 

This program runs throughout the year, with limited spots available each month. 

 

What do you get?  

✓ five one-on-one sessions over five weeks (via Google Meet, Zoom, Microsoft Teams or Skype) - 

dedicated feedback/personalized review and support from a multiple award-winning writer on your 

work-in-progress in a private virtual space and tips tailored to you and your work 
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✓ guidance to find your unique narrative voice and advice on publishing and finding an agent 

✓ worksheets with content covering topics such as characterization, voice and dialogue 

✓ reading assignments  

✓ writing exercises to kickstart your creativity  

✓ accountability and a coach to follow up on targets  

 

Program Description 

Topics to be covered include: 

1. Understanding story and its key elements 

2. Characterization, dramatizing scenes, plot and story structure, pacing and suspense 

3. Openings and Endings 

4. Dialogue and Voice, writing in nation language/dialect/patois 

5. Agent Query letter and advice on finding a traditional publisher. 

 

This program is based on the basic principles that:  

1. a writer must write. The best way to write is to write. Each session will involve a writing exercise 

(either done in a 10-minute freewriting burst in class or assigned for submission prior to the next 

session);  

2. a writer must read, read and read some more! Readings will be given to enable analysis of craft 

(what works and didn’t and why); 

3. The internal editor must be turned off during the creation/writing process. 

Handouts will be given with notes, readings and activities. 

 

How do you apply/register? 

Email: sharmataylorwrites@gmail.com with 1-2 pages of your work, a 1-2 paragraph bio on you and 

your writing goals.  

 

How much do you pay? 

US$250.00**  (US$50 per session)  (Regular price is US$375) 

 

mailto:sharmataylorwrites@gmail.com
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**Special introductory rate discounted for program participants connected with Ayesha Gibson-Gill 

who register before September 30, 2021. Kindly indicate this in your initial email. 

Ability to pay in two parts. Payment packages can be tailored to you. 

 

Enrolment Conditions 

Once the program has commenced, there are no transfers or refunds in the event you are unable to 

continue. In exceptional circumstances, a time extension may be granted if the student is unable to 

complete the program in the allotted time limit.  

You understand the program materials are copyright and agree never to sell, rent or otherwise 

distribute your program materials in any way.  

Enrolment is taken as acceptance of these conditions. 

 

About Your Facilitator 
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Sharma Taylor is a Jamaican author and lawyer, currently residing in Jamaica. Her debut novel “What 

A Mother’s Love Don’t Teach You” was sold at auction as part of a two-book deal and is forthcoming 

(Summer 2022) by Virago (a Little, Brown imprint, part of the Hachette group) in the UK. 

She won the 2020 Wasafiri Queen Mary New Writing Prize, the 2020 Frank Collymore Literary 

Endowment Award and the 2019 Bocas Lit Fest’s Johnson and Amoy Achong Caribbean Writers Prize. 

She was three times shortlisted for the Commonwealth Short Story Prize (2018, 2020 and 2021) and 

was a finalist for the 2020 Elizabeth Nunez Award for Writers in the Caribbean in the Brooklyn 

Caribbean Literary Festival’s (BCLF) Caribbean Fiction Writers Competition. She gained Second Prize in 

the 2020 First Novel Competition (organised by Daniel Goldsmith Associates Ltd, UK). Sharma has won 

gold medals in Barbados’ National Independence Festival of Creative Arts Literary Competition and 

the Best Adult Short Story Writer prize in the 2019 Jamaica Cultural Development Commission’s 

Creative Writing Competition.  

Her longlists include:  

• the Mairtín Crawford Award for Short Story 2020 (part of the Belfast Book Festival in Northern 

Ireland, administered by The Crescent); 

• Sunspot Lit’s 2020 Inception contest for best opening to a short story; 

• Mslexia Magazine’s 2019 Women's Flash Fiction Competition;  

• and honorary mentions and longlisting in Fish Publishing’s 2021 Flash Fiction and Short Story 

Prizes. 

Her short stories appear in the Arts Etc NIFCA Winning Words Anthologies 2015/2016 and 2017/2018, 

Poui: Cave Hill Journal of Creative Writing, The Caribbean Writer, Jamaica Journal, Commonwealth 

Writers’ Adda Stories, BIM: Arts for the 21st Century, Pree and the 2021 Fish Anthology. Her story for 

Pree “Saffy’s Song” was shortlisted in the Rebel Women Lit’s inaugural Caribbean Readers’ Awards 

2020 which recognises outstanding works of Caribbean Literature.  

Sharma is represented by literary agent Hellie Ogden of Janklow & Nesbit. 

 

Comments on Sharma’s writing: 

Judges of the First Novel Prize organized by Daniel Goldsmith Associates Ltd for unpublished 

manuscripts: 

“A virtuoso command of voice and a stunningly atmospheric depiction of 1980s Jamaica combine to 

make this an exceptionally compelling and exciting first novel.” 

-Chris White, Senior Commissioning Editor at Scribner/Simon & Schuster UK and Prize Co-

judge 

“This novel has such heart; I loved its exploration of the trauma of giving up a child, its polyphonic 

descriptions of Kingston, and the tricky moral positions it puts its characters in. The Jamaican 

vernacular voices stand out as a dazzling show of style and control.” 
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-Eve White, Literary Agent at Eve White Literary Agency and Prize Co-judge 

https://www.firstnovel.co.uk/first-novel-prize-2020-winners/  

 

Judges of the Wasafiri Queen Mary New Writing Prize: 

“Framed as a recipe, this story’s beguilingly playful opening sets the scene for a compassionate, 

nuanced portrait of family life. ‘With enormous vigour and zest and skill it introduces you to a voice, 

to a setting, to a family, and it does it absolutely beautifully’ said fiction judge and Penguin editor 

Simon Prosser. ‘This story just totally leapt at me and gripped me from the first moment.’” 

https://www.wasafiri.org/article/2020-queen-mary-wasafiri-new-writing-prize-winners-announced/  

 

Judges of the Bocas Lit Fest Johnson and Amoy Achong Caribbean Writers Prize: 

“The top submissions displayed compelling narrative voices, measured pacing, arresting 

characterization and bold linguistic experiments…Sharma Taylor from Jamaica enters into the 

fragmenting mind of a domestic who had to give up her black child to a white couple in an informal 

adoption. On the 18th birthday anniversary of her child, she begins to see her son in boys of his age 

around her. The weight of her personal history and the burden of caring for a mother who has no 

recollection of history combine to push her toward the edge of the precipice.” 

-Funso Aiyejina, Chief Judge, speaking at the award announcement ceremony: 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=889521704746736&ref=watch_permalink  

and quoted in the Trinidad Express Newspaper May 10, 2019 

 

Judges of the 2019 Frank Collymore Literary Endowment Award:  

“Sharma’s short stories are driven by compelling and vivid characters who are trying to reclaim things 

they have lost or to fill the emptiness inside. They may be broken familial ties, failed romantic 

relationships or missed opportunities. Her characters grapple convincingly with loss and try to navigate 

the struggles of daily life, attempting to fulfill their most cherished desires. This outstanding collection, 

written predominantly in Jamaican dialect, offers novel storytelling angles, is easy to read, and was 

found to be, in the words of one judge, “unputdownable.” “  

http://www.artsetcbarbados.com/news/sharma-taylor-2019-frank-collymore-literary-award-

winner quoting the Judges’ Citations 

https://www.firstnovel.co.uk/first-novel-prize-2020-winners/
https://www.wasafiri.org/article/2020-queen-mary-wasafiri-new-writing-prize-winners-announced/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=889521704746736&ref=watch_permalink
http://www.artsetcbarbados.com/news/sharma-taylor-2019-frank-collymore-literary-award-winner
http://www.artsetcbarbados.com/news/sharma-taylor-2019-frank-collymore-literary-award-winner

